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Chicago's Top Rooms With Views!
Nate Berkus' Dream Team
Solid Gold! Shimmering Accessories
Cool Cribs: City vs. Country Nursery
BURNING QUESTION

What's your fave go-to for drool-worthy online inspiration?

“A lot of my inspiration actually comes from outside the interiors field. I usually prefer looking at editorial and fashion photography to find new inspiration, and my go-to for fashion and editorial images is Fashion Gone Rogue (fashiongonerogue.com). It covers the latest editorial and fashion photography from the world’s top fashion houses and photographers around the world. The depth of information and images there is a never-ending source of inspiration.”

—SUMMER THORNTON, INTERIOR DESIGNER

“Materialicious.com is a consistent go-to. They are fantastic at curating the most surprising spaces and have fab breadth and depth of all things interior. Their brand line sums them up perfectly: “Shelter, material and objects.” Every visit is like going shopping, visiting a museum and perusing the best magazines simultaneously. I get sensory overload the second I open the page, and before I know it, three hours have passed and I forgot to go to work. Pure eye candy.”

—TERESA SARRATT, AUTHOR OF NEW BOOK FOUND FREE AND FLEA

Mart Smarts

Three brand-new—and highly notable—showrooms in and around the Merchandise Mart.

>>> Marbella, Spain—where Baltus Collection is based—may be a tiny town on the southern coast, but the handcrafted pieces produced by the high-end furniture company are seriously substantial in both size and aesthetic. Lucky for Chicagoans, their collection—everything from sideboards to screens, sofas to bookcases—is now available in the new River North showroom, which opened at 220 W. Erie St. in February.

>>> Bentwood Luxury Kitchens, renowned for its cutting-edge custom cabinetry and millwork, celebrated the opening of its new flagship location at the Merchandise Mart in February. Onsite product offerings include top-of-the-line interior and exterior doors, moldings and finishes to assist designers in realizing their vision. And thanks to Bentwood’s partnerships with the finest vendors in the industry, there is no shortage of inspiration for our customers. Among them is providing clients with a one-of-a-kind experience, from design to delivery. —DT